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BEST BET R3 15:44

Banjo's
Express

Blue
D

T: Garry Edwards
$1.75

The Hound Says: Well boxed and placed in this
field. Has the speed to take advantage of the
inside. Can lead, can win.

NEXT BEST R8 17:22

Zipping
Kimble

Black
D

T: Sam Sultana
$1.8

The Hound Says: Strong dog who will be hard to
hold out if finds clear running along the rails early.
Good chance.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 3, 4, 8 
Race 6 - 2, 3, 7 
Race 7 - 4, 1 
Race 8 - 1 

$20 for 111.11%

R1 GBOTA MAIDEN Maiden 340m 15:01

Tough race to gauge with half the filed on debut
With those who have started showing little the
debutants may hold the keys too this race. WITTY
ETHICS (1) RAMBLIN' ETHICS (2) MY THREE BOYS
(3) and FARMER RUSSELL (5) should all be
respected in this easy maiden. Watch for betting
moves.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A SCR
7.
8.
9. SCR
10.

Tips

R2 LADBROKES FAST WITHDRAWALS MAIDEN Maiden 400m 15:23

SIN RAP BEAST (8) has the early speed to cross
and lead. Will be a good chance if does so clean.
KODIAK BEAR (6) not the quickest out of the
boxes so may need some luck to the 1st turn.
Each way chance with a clean run. FLYING
MARQUEZ (3) debut runner. In good hands,
should be respected in this maiden. Watch
betting.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R3 GCNSW 5TH GRADE 1-3 WIN HEAT 1 1-3 Wins
H

5th
Grade 340m 15:44

BANJO'S EXPRESS (1) well boxed and placed in
this field. Has the speed to take advantage of the
inside. Can lead, can win. NOT SO SILENT (6) may
need some luck early but can run a nice race with
a clean run. Can show up. ZAMBORA BLASTER (3)
and ROSACKY ESTRELLA (4) may find couple too
speedy early. Place is preferred.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R4LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 5TH GRADE 1-3 WIN
HEAT 2 1-3

5th
Grade 340m16:04

EAGLE EXPRESS (8) with a clean start can show
the speed to get a nice run down the outside to
the 1st turn. Chance if jumps well. MIGHTY
SAVANNAH (4) can run a nice race if pings and
runs. Each way chance. PINK PANAMA (2) not the
quickest early but does have the strength and
ability to run a nice race. Each way.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6. SCR
7.
8.

Tips

R5 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 3rd/4th Grade 340m 16:27

SWEET CITY ANGEL (3) has an impressive record
over this trip having won 6 and yet to miss the
podium in 8 starts. Chance. LEONIDAS (4) has the
ability to run quick times over this trip if finds
clear room to move early, chance LIGHTEN UP (8)
the query runner having only had the single run
up the straight in last 5 months. Won 6 from 9
here, can win

1.
2.
3.
4. SCR
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R6 LADBROKES BET TICKER 5th Grade 340m 16:46

BROCKY'S ETHICS (2) and EXPRESS ETHICS (3)
kennel mates who both have the ability to run
quick times if jump well. Both chances if comes
out running. CHESTER'S LIGHT (7) can be hard to
catch and may be better over longer but does
have the ability to show up. LITTLE HYPED (5)
showed good early speed last start over this trip.
Can lead, each way.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. SCR
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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R7 LADBROKES SAME RACE MULTI 4th/5th Grade 400m 17:04

DOONSIDE LEWIS (4) speedy chaser coming off a
hat-trick of wins including two in a row over this
course and distance. Can lead and win again.
ZIPPING TERESA (1) touch risky early but does
have a big motor. Chance if steps well and finds
clear running early. MAGIC WAVE (2) can show
good early speed when nails the jump. Can win if
comes out running.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R8 LADBROKES BLACK BOOK 1-2 WIN 5th Grade 472m 17:22

ZIPPING KIMBLE (1) strong dog who will be hard
to hold out if finds clear running along the rails
early. Good chance. JACKKNIFED (4) ran a nice
2nd last start over this trip clocking a good time
of 26.59. Each way. FIGHTING PRINCE (6) may
need some luck early but should be running on
nicely with a clean run. Each way chance.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R9 LADBROKE IT! 5th Grade 472m 17:42

SPIRAL FLAME (5) jumped well winning over the
400m trip here at Bulli last start. Can handle the
rise in distance. Good chance if out jumps WALLY
WOMBAT (2) who will be looking for room to
move early. Wally can show up if comes out
running. BEERS AND BANTER (3) may need touch
of luck out of the boxes but does have the
strength to run a big race.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. SCR
9.

Tips

R10 TLE ELECTRICAL WOLLONGONG 5th Grade 400m 18:06

HUNKER DOWN (1) coming off hat-trick of wins
up the straight at Richmond. Suited here on the
big Bulli track. Can keep winning. EXCLUSIVE
WAVE (7) can show good early speed. Can run a
cheeky race if finds the lead early. Each way.
FLASH AS (6) risky but does have the ability to
win. Chance if comes out running and produces
best.

1.
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. N/A
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R11 BULLI BATTLERS 5th Grade 400m 18:24

DOONSIDE DEADLY (1) touch risky early but can
show up in this field if steps well and finds room
to move early. Chance. BRILLIANT LIGHT (6) has
the speed and ability to win. Chance if comes out
running and crosses to the rails clean. SOLO
CHOPPER (4) should be running on with a clean
run. May need some luck early, each way.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R12 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES MASTERS M3 340m 18:45

SPRINGVIEW HAWK (5) ran a nice 2nd over this
trip last start clocking time of 22.77. Can go one
better with a repeat run. TIME CHARIOT (8) found
trouble last start in the same race. Can show the
improvement needed to win. Chance. ZIPPING
STRIKER (7) finished 3rd in that race not far off
the Hawk. Can win but will need to come out
running.

1.
2. N/A
4. N/A SCR
5. N/A
7.
8.

Tips
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